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AbstractIn this research, we consider the planning of community healthschemes by non-governmental or faith-based organisations in ruralareas of developing countries, from both top-down and ground levelviewpoints. We conclude that both types of planning approach arevalid and necessary for sustainability of such developments. Withtop-down planning in mind, we describe our hierarchical modelsespecially designed for location of community health facilities, withobjectives pertaining to both e�ciency and equity of provision. Asan additional case study, we present modelling of the location of amaximal number of self-sustainable primary healthcare workers in arural region of India.Keywords: OR in developing countries; Location; OR in healthservices
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1 IntroductionA high percentage of the world's poor live in rural areas of developingcountries where access to health care is almost completely lacking. Poorhealth may cause entire families to drop into abject poverty, because ofinability to work or the necessity to sell assets in order to pay for treatment(Barr, 2002). Government provision often fails to reach those who shouldreceive it and private health care is available in general only to the wealthyliving in cities and large towns (Preker et al., 2002). It is often onlynon-governmental organisations (NGOs) and faith-based organisations(FBOs) that are motivated to bridge the gap with community healthschemes, albeit on a localised scale. Such schemes, whether focusing onmedical or social development, are often funded for a �xed time periodonly, without planning for sustainability. FBOs, however, are particularlymotivated to provide the long-lasting bene�t to local communities thatsustainability brings. In this research, we seek to improve the planningprocess of such community schemes.We consider community health and development schemes in rural areasof developing countries. In such areas, it is often considered appropriate toinstigate development work such as literacy teaching and self-help groupsalongside health projects, because of prevailing low standards of educationand social development. Improvements in health and social conditions areconcomitant as development enables communities to escape from the trapof poverty. Sustainability of such integrated schemes may depend on anumber of factors: �nancing mechanisms vary, as do local conditions whichdetermine the e�ciency of operation. Local participation in a schemechanges attitudes from dependency to active involvement. Furthermore, thegrowth of trust in a health provider a�ects the use made of health facilities,leading to sustainability of any particular project.
3



Our research is based on experience of community health anddevelopment projects administered by Emmanuel Hospital Association(EHA) in northern India. We consider top-down, overall approaches toplanning for sustainability as well as ground-level considerations. Weconclude that both approaches are valid and necessary for the planning ofsustainable development. As a contribution to overall planning, we proposelocation models speci�cally designed for healthcare situations in rural areasof developing countries. We bear in mind the possible objectives of FBOs inmaking such provision: this gives our modelling its unique character.A variety of objectives may be appropriate to the provision of healthcarefacilities in a rural developing area. In particular, there may be di�erencesin the nature of hierarchical healthcare provision, from village to hospitallevel. For example, one provider might be concerned that everyone living ina target area should have ready access to facilities at every level fromhospital to village level. Another healthcare provider in a di�erent regionmight aim to cover those in remote parts with a referral system, providingextra transport where necessary to high level facilities. Furthermore, anFBO might be concerned that those living below the poverty line shouldhave equitable access to health care. We therefore propose a range ofhierarchical models for planning sustainable community health schemes. Inthese models, we re�ect di�erences in access available to hierarchicalfacilities, with objectives relating to concerns for both equity and e�ciencyof provision.In addition, we consider as a case study the REACH scheme (Morse,2006), for which a pilot project is proposed in the Karur District of TamilNadu, South India. This scheme for primary healthcare provision is ofparticular interest in terms of sustainability. It has been designed to takeadvantage of existing self-help groups, through which the services of healthcare workers (HCWs) may be channelled. A su�cient density of self-helpgroups is needed for sustainable employment of the HCWs. Our model for4



location of the maximal number of sustainable facilities (MNS)demonstrates possible solutions to this problem.Contacts have been made with a number of health professionals workingin a variety of community health schemes in developing countries. We areencouraged by the response that our approach is valid in terms of potentialusefulness.The paper progresses as follows. Firstly, in Section 2, we review some ofthe OR approaches made to planning community healthcare and socialdevelopment. In Section 3, we give a general description of communityhealth schemes in rural areas of developing countries, with speci�c details ofEHA projects and of planning for sustainability from the ground-level pointof view. We describe in Section 4 our hierarchical location modelsdeveloped for overall planning of rural healthcare facilities, with options forboth e�cient and equitable objectives. As a case study, we introduce theMNS model in Section 5, applied to the REACH scheme (Morse, 2006) forprimary healthcare provision. We give our conclusions in Section 6, alongwith directions for future work.2 OR approaches to community healthcareand social development planningMingers and Rosenhead (2001) highlight the parallels betweendevelopment planning approaches and OR methods. In both arenas, therehas been a change from `hard' analytical methods to `soft' participativeapproaches. In OR approaches to planning for development itself, wetherefore expect to see such changes in methods.Firstly, we give examples of `hard' OR techniques applied to planning fordevelopment. Use of p-median (Hakimi, 1964, 1965) and set-covering5



models (Toregas et al., 1971) are suggested by Banerji and Fisher (1974) forplanning in rural India, with an application in the Guntur district ofAndhra Pradesh. Patel (1979) describes an analysis carried out todetermine optimal locations for service centres in Dharampur, a poor ruralarea in Gujarat, India. Competing interests sought locations in either hillyor planar regions: modelling according to set-covering techniques (Toregaset al., 1971) helped to settle disputes, and successful implementation wasachieved. A maximal covering location model (Church and ReVelle, 1974) isused by Eaton et al. (1981) to improve upon planners' siting of ambulancebases and centres from which to recruit rural health workers. A number ofrecommendations are implemented, and decision-makers have taken up themodelling techniques elsewhere in Colombia. Rushton (1984) gives a reviewof use made of location-allocation models in planning services in rural areasof developing countries. A hierarchical location model is applied byHodgson (1988) to primary healthcare delivery in the Salcette region ofGoa, India, while Hodgson et al. (1998) use a covering tour model to planmobile health services in the same district. The length of tour is minimised,subject to the constraint that the tour should be less than a certainminimum distance from village centres not visited.More recently, Rahman and Smith (2000) review the potential usefulnessof location-allocation models in planning health services in developingcountries. A number of studies are considered, of both single-level andhierarchical systems. The links between healthcare and economicdevelopment are emphasised. The frequent absence of implementation ofsolutions is thought to be caused by lack of local involvement andcommunication with decision makers. Yasenovskiy and Hodgson (2007)consider the realism of representation of spatial hierarchies of facilities.Several location-allocation models are compared, which increase in realisticrepresentation: the hierarchical p-median model, a spatial interaction-basedhierarchical model, and a new spatial choice-based hierarchical model. The6



p-median model is seen to be unrealistic, as clients frequently bypass lowerlevel facilities for larger service centres. Spatial interaction assumes thatdemand is proportional to facility attractiveness and inversely proportionalto the disutility of travel. The spatial choice-based model additionallyincorporates choices between destinations. Application is made to datafrom healthcare facilities in Suhum District, Ghana.`Soft' OR methods have been applied to development issues in recentyears with successful outcomes. Mingers and Rosenhead (2001) describeand review the use of Community Operational Research with disadvantagedgroups; use of problem structuring methods is reported, in Britain andelsewhere. In the UK, Jackson (2006) promotes the use of CommunityOperational Research in an evaluation of a Healthy Living Centre inLincolnshire. Use of rapid appraisal techniques is described by Lewis et al.(2003) in community engagement in Hillbrow, South Africa.3 Community health projects in developingcountries: ground level conditions forsustainabilityThis section further characterises community health schemes, giving speci�cdetails of EHA projects. We consider aspects of the sustainability ofschemes from ground-level viewpoints. Recommendations for best practiceare taken from Lankester (2000).3.1 General features of community healthcare schemesCommunity projects o�ering aspects of health care and developmentassistance are commonly initiated by NGOs or FBOs in rural regions ofdeveloping countries, where residents have very limited access to qualitymedical care. 7



Community healthcare schemes may be set up as an extra activity by ahospital, to reach out to people living in inaccessible parts. Alternatively,schemes may run independently, but have links to one or more hospitals forthe purpose of referral of seriously-ill patients. Projects may be targeted ontreatment of particular diseases such as eye defects, TB or HIV/AIDS, ormay be more generally orientated. Maternity care and child health is oftena concern, as is evidenced by the Millennium Development Goals (UN,2002, 2006).3.2 EHA community health and development projectsin northern IndiaOur research is focused on community health projects in northern Indiaadministered by EHA, an indigenous Indian healthcare provider. EHAoperates at village, community and hospital level, with the objective ofproviding a�ordable health services to the poorest people in ruralcommunities, in an equitable manner. Alongside medical interventions,community development activities aim to empower participants in makinghealth-enhancing choices. Improvements in the maternal mortality rate andinfant mortality rate are of particular interest.EHA operates a number of community health and social developmentschemes across northern India. These projects take a variety of forms, forexample:
• Ante-natal care and child immunisation
• TB treatment
• Women's self-help groups
• Adolescent groups
• Literacy classes 8



• Village telemedicineData have been collected from EHA community health and developmentprojects in the states of Uttaranchal, in districts near Herbertpur ChristianHospital, and in Uttar Pradesh. Baseline surveys had been carried outbefore the community schemes commenced. These house-to-house surveyshad been undertaken in all villages of the target areas over a period of sixmonths. Data collected include poverty levels, living conditions, transportavailable and access made to health facilities. In addition, hand-writtenrecords have been made available concerning the operation of thecommunity schemes. We make use of these data in modelling the locationof community health schemes for both e�ciency and equity.Many EHA community schemes depend on aid from donor organisationswhich is guaranteed for a limited term only. However, a reproductive andchild health (RCH) centre was initiated by Prem Sewa Hospital in Utraula,Uttar Pradesh, with the goal of self-sustainability within two years.Baseline surveys had been carried out prior to commencement of earliereducational development projects. Data regarding demand for services atthe RCH centre will be used in a second phase of our research into thedynamic growth of demand for community health facilities over ageographical region.3.3 Sustainability at ground-level: social developmentWe believe that the encouragement of social development is an importantfactor in ensuring sustainability of community health schemes, as discussedin Section 1. We illustrate this belief in considering some of the types ofprojects mentioned in Section 3.2. For example, women's self-help groupsmight be established. We describe the economic activities of these groups inSection 5. As income is generated, family nutrition can be improved andbetter choices made for health, such as making use of a healthcare facility.9



Development activities such as literacy classes can empower the localpopulation with the ability to make vital choices for improvement ofconditions. In addition, trust can grow in a new health provider, asfamiliarity grows with services o�ered. For example, an adolescent classdesigned for healthcare teaching and advice can bring greater readiness toseeking ante-natal care in following years.3.4 Sustainability at ground-level: recommendationsfor best practice from Lankester (2000)We detail here recommendations made by Lankester (2000) to ensuresuccessful operation of community health and development projects. Weconsider such ground-level planning considerations to be of importance tosustainability.Lankester (2000) gives practical details of best practice for e�ectivecommunity-based health schemes, basing methods on the belief that successof community projects is allied with successful training of people at alllevels in health care and prevention of disease. Not just those with medicalquali�cations, but community representatives and family carers make animportant contribution to health improvement. In similar vein, the WorldHealth Organization (WHO, 2002) blueprints an initiative for local care ofthe chronically sick. EHA claims that �80% of illness in North India can beprevented or treated at village or slum level without the need of a doctor ornurse� (EHA, 2006). Källander et al. (2006) demonstrate the ability ofcommunity health workers, i.e. local residents with basic training, torecognise pneumonia.The views of Lankester (2000) are derived from �rst-hand experiencegained in directing projects in Himalayan villages. Partnership with thelocal community is seen to be of paramount importance; activeparticipation rather than passive dependence is to be encouraged by the10



healthcare provider. Initially, methods of getting to know the communitysimilar to Rapid Rural Appraisal or Participative Rural Appraisal (Mingersand Rosenhead, 2001) are recommended, in advance of carrying outbaseline surveys. (These methods form a part of the body of participativeplanning approaches discussed in Section 2).Importance is given by Lankester (2000) to those working closest tovillage populations in community health schemes. At village level, residentschosen by the community can be trained as village health workers. Suchworkers can dispense simple medicines, including antibiotics, and givehealthcare training, provided they are su�ciently well informed to knowwhen to refer to more expert sources of help. At community level, workerswith extra training can help to sta� a community health centre or clinic,o�ering services such as ante-natal care, child health clinics and blood tests,under the supervision of a nurse or doctor. Again, referral to a hospitalshould be available for the seriously ill.Regarding �nancing of local health schemes, Lankester (2000) suggeststhat sustainable support for village health workers may be obtainedthrough a�ordable payments, such as payments in kind, from those whoreceive their services. The importance can thus be seen of the appointmentby communities of their own health workers, as workers are e�ectivelysupported while they give time that would otherwise be spent insubsistence farming for survival. Likewise, clinic services should be chargedat a�ordable rates, to ensure sustainability.4 Overall planning: locational analysis appliedto hierarchical community health schemesIn seeking improved planning of community health schemes, weinvestigate the use of location theory for optimal siting of facilities. While11



recognising the importance of ground-level considerations when planningcommunity health schemes for sustainability, we believe that the use of`hard' OR techniques, as exempli�ed in Section 2, remains valid in ensuringe�ciency of operation. We tailor our modelling to the particular situationsof FBOs planning community health schemes in rural areas of developingcountries. We give technical details of our range of models in (Smith et al.,2006).Our modelling is designed for populations in rural areas: the e�ect ofdistances between settlements in such regions is to minimise inaccuracies ofaggregation of demand. Types of road and conditions have an e�ect onaccessibility, particularly in mountainous regions: we use weighted distanceswhere appropriate for realism.We take a hierarchical approach to modelling to be particularlyappropriate, as health facilities are often provided at di�erent levels,covering people resident within di�erent distances. For example: a villagehealth worker might provide a service to people living within a distance of,say, 2 km, while community facilities might be utilised by people travellingfrom a radius of 7 km and hospitals from yet further a�eld. A referralsystem between di�erent levels of provision is assumed to be necessary forthe most e�ective use of facilities.Di�ering poverty levels across villages of a target region e�ect planningfor optimal location of facilities. Other factors, such as known diseaseincidence, may also be taken into consideration when siting services. Weintroduce an `at-risk factor' in our models to account for such spatialvariation, where appropriate.Classical location analysis provides several models that are relevant tolocation of healthcare facilities. For example, as mentioned in several of theapplications noted in Section 2, the p-median model (Hakimi, 1964, 1965)12



�nds the optimal location of a given number of facilities to minimise thetotal distance travelled by people in the target area. An assumption is madethat people travel to the nearest facility: we acknowledge the shortcomingsof such a model, as pointed out by Yasenovskiy and Hodgson (2007) andNoor et al. (2006). Moreover, use of the p-median model can result in somepeople travelling excessive distances. However, we �nd that this type ofmodel is useful in overall planning, giving a general picture of averagedistances travelled when services are essential to all those resident in aparticular area. We therefore include p-median in our set of hierarchicalmodels. In contrast, the maximal covering location model (Church andReVelle, 1974), also used in several of the instances mentioned in Section 2,�nds the maximum possible population that can be covered by a givennumber of facilities, by specifying the maximum desirable travel distance.We consider this type of model to be valid, particularly when consideringnon-essential, limited cover facilities, such as screening services. We havetherefore made maximal cover location another part of our range of models.We characterise the objectives that di�erent service providers may makeregarding access to hierarchical rural health facilities. Our contacts withhealth professionals working in di�erent community health schemes indeveloping countries inform our modelling. For example, in some situations,it is desirable for access to hierarchical health services to be made always atthe lowest levels. This is particularly the case when it is hoped toencourage �rst contact with a health systems through village healthworkers, rather than have people by-pass such services and go straight tocommunity or hospital facilities. Alternatively, access to a healthcaresystem might be permitted at any level, as often happens in rural areaswhere customers can make a choice of facility. Where access is permitted atany level, a further di�erentiation occurs regarding the level at whichservices are provided. Certain types of service may be provided only atparticular levels of a hierarchical system: cover at every level is then13



necessary, to enable all types of service to be available to all locations. Onthe other hand, one type of service, such as ante-natal care, might beprovided in some form at all levels of a system, from rural village level tohospital. In such a care situation, the objective would be to cover as wide aspread of population as possible at some level.Equitable access to health care is of importance to FBOs providinghealth care for those living at or below the poverty line. We thereforeconsider di�erent equity objectives, or objective functions regardingequitable provision, as appropriate in our hierarchical models. We combineobjectives for e�ciency, i.e. p-median and maximal covering types, withobjectives for equity. Our interpretation of equity of provision in the
p-median, average distance, model is to minimise di�erences from a desiredstandard travel distance or time of travelling. In our maximal coveringmodels we choose to minimise di�erences from a desired standardpopulation covered per facility, as distances are automatically reduced to agiven range with this form of objective function.Our series of hierarchical models have been implemented and veri�edboth in Visual C++.NET and with the optimiser Xpress-MP. Wesummarise the di�erent models as follows:

• Limited cover facilities: e�ciency objective maximum cover type,with equity of population served.1. HiMi-MCL-Eq: maximum cover by facilities at any level, withpossible referral to higher levels.2. HiMe-MCL-Eq: maximum cover at all levels.3. HiS-MCL-Eq: maximum cover by level 1 (the lowest level)facilities, with possible referral.
• Essential facilities: e�ciency objective p-median type, with equity ofdistance travelled. 14



1. HiMi-PMP-Eq: total population-weighted distance travelled tonearest facility at any level, with referral.2. HiMe-PMP-Eq: total population-weighted distance travelled tofacilities at all levels.3. HiS-PMP-Eq: total population-weighted distance travelled to alevel 1 (lowest level) facility, with referral.We illustrate our models with graphic output from HiMi-MCL-Eq andHiMe-MCL-Eq in Figures 1 and 2. Di�erent emphases of our maximumcover models are shown, using data from a community health scheme runby Herbertpur Christian Hospital in Dehradun District, Uttaranchal,northern India. Figure 1 shows the pattern of lower level facilitiesstretching away from higher level ones, to maximise population covered atany possible level. In this case, it is assumed that services available at thelower levels of hierarchical services are also available at the higher levels.This modelling is useful in situations of sparse cover of facilities, forexample in rural areas. Figure 2 shows a situation where all locations mustideally be covered at all levels. Cover is therefore available for only aportion of the population of the area. Such modelling is suited to districtsthat are relatively well supplied with facilities.5 A case study: the REACH scheme,modelling sustainable facilitiesHealthcare �nancing is much under consideration by organisations suchas EHA, for those without ready access to state-provided quality healthcare. Health insurance schemes exist in many forms, often aimed atindividual cover. However, for those living in near poverty conditions, thereis little incentive to spend income on reduction of possible futuremisfortune caused by illness, when day-to-day concerns are more pressing.15



Figure 1: Location of 5 lower level facilities and 1 higher level facility tomaximise population covered at any possible level. Population sizes are in-dicated by rectangles at di�erent village locations. Smaller circles representvillage level facilities; the larger circle shows the higher level of cover.
16



late morning/afternoon

Figure 2: Location of 4 lowest level facilities, 2 middle and 1 highest level fa-cility, to maximise population covered by every level of hierarchical facilities.Population sizes are indicated by rectangles at di�erent village locations; un-shaded rectangles show villages not covered at every level. Size of circlesgives the size of cover by facilities at di�erent levels.17



Community health insurance may be a more attractive proposition,especially if coupled with a readily-available local service. Furthermore,re-insurance of the most serious health needs at national level may becoupled with local schemes to give comprehensive cover. Feeley et al.(2002) evaluate such a project introduced in the Phillippines.A project to be piloted in South India by Transformational BusinessNetwork, the REACH scheme (Morse, 2006), aims to o�er a sustainableprimary healthcare service to people living in rural areas, �nanced throughexisting women's self-help groups (SHGs). Those participating in SHGsmake very small regular savings, which can be used to take outmicro-�nance loans for starting small businesses. The loans are then paidback as pro�ts are reaped. In the REACH scheme, it is hoped that,alongside saving for future loans, it will be attractive for group members toinvest an additional small amount in a primary healthcare scheme withevident bene�ts. HCWs will be employed by REACH in regions wherethere is a su�cient density of SHGs to maintain their employment. TheHCWs will travel around villages within reach, o�ering a basic healthservice to members of SHGs and their families, while raising extra incomefrom non-SHG members.A number of questions may be posed concerning the planning of suchschemes. For example, `What is the minimum number of HCWs needed tocover any particular region?' Modelling on the lines of the location setcovering problem (Toregas et al., 1971), could answer this question. Also,`What is the maximum sustainable number of HCWs that can operate in aparticular region, given the geography and existence of SHGs? At whichlocations should the HCWs be based?' We model this situation with a newcovering-type model, that maximises the number of health workers who canwork sustainably in an area, given a su�cient number of SHGs within acertain travel distance of the HCW bases. Details are given below. Thoughdesigned for a particular situation, this model could be used in general to18



locate a maximal number of sustainable facilities. However, it should benoted that set-up and operating costs in the REACH project are calculatedto be sustainably covered by ongoing revenues, given su�cient volume ofdemand. Thus high �xed set-up costs do not constrain the number ofHCWs, as commonly occurs in other applications.The modelling involves a number of simpli�cations. As with thehierarchical models described in Section 4, we consider loss of accuracy dueto aggregation of demand at village centres to be minimal because ofdistances between rural communities. A number of SHGs are assumed tobe present at each village location. Another simpli�cation is that we do notallow for the routes taken by an HCW in each day's travel; future researchcould be undertaken into such considerations. Additionally, our modelcould be expanded to take referrals to higher levels of hierarchical servicesinto account.5.1 MNS Model for the location of the maximalnumber of sustainable facilitiesWe introduce the MNS model for the location of the maximal number ofsustainable facilities. Implementation and veri�cation has taken place inboth Visual C++.NET and the optimiser Xpress-MP.We maximise the sustainable number of HCWs, with a su�cient number,
G, of self-help groups allocated to each HCW within a given traveldistance, D, of their home bases (or facility locations). Demand is situatedat demand nodes i (i ∈ I, the set of demand nodes). HCWs may be locatedat potential facility nodes j (j ∈ J , the set of candidate facility nodes).Notation:

si = number of self-help groups at demand node i, i ∈ I.19



dij = distance between node i and node j, i ∈ I, j ∈ J.

cij =







1 if dij ≤ D,

0 otherwise, i ∈ I, j ∈ J.

pj =







1 if a HCW pre-exists at node j,

0 otherwise, j ∈ J.Decision variables are:
Xj =







1 if an HCW is located at node j,

0 otherwise, j ∈ J.

Yij =







1 if demand at node i is allocated to an HCW at node j,
0 otherwise, i ∈ I, j ∈ J.Maximise

Z =
∑

j∈J

Xj , (1)subject to
∑

j∈J

Yij ≤ 1, i ∈ I, (2)
Yij ≤ cij Xj , i ∈ I, j ∈ J, (3)
∑

i∈I

si Yij ≥ Xj G, j ∈ J, (4)
Xj + Yil ≤ 1, i ∈ I, j ∈ J, l ∈ J | dij < dil, (5)
Xj ≥ pj j ∈ J. (6)Demand from each village is allocated to at most 1 HCW via constraint(2). Constraint (3) ensures that for demand to be covered, it must besu�ciently close to an open facility, i.e. to an HCW base. Constraint (4)speci�es the minimum number of self-help groups that an HCW must coverfor sustainability. Constraint (6) enables pre-located HCWs to be speci�ed.20



Demand is allocated to the nearest HCW by constraint (5). Theconstraint is concerned with conditions where dij < dil, i.e. demand node iis nearer to facility node j than node l. Given those conditions, if a facilityis open at node j, demand may not be allocated to a facility at node l. Wedraw attention to the linear nature of this minimum distance constraint,which we report gives ease of solution and veri�cation using the optimiserXpress-MP. We use similar constraints to achieve allocation to nearestfacilities in our hierarchical models (Smith et al., 2006).5.2 Illustrative model resultsFigure 3 shows output from the MNS model, using illustrative data fornumbers of SHGs at di�erent village centres. A maximum of 5 sustainablefacilities can be opened (i.e. 5 HCWs can be employed sustainably), if anHCW can travel within a radius of 2.6km and must cover a minimum of 8SHGs.To illustrate the model functionality, we demonstrate in Table 1 thee�ects of changing the parameters of distance covered and minimumnumber of SHGs needed for sustainability. It can be observed thatsensitivity to distance travelled lessens with the minimum number of SHGsto be covered. Such information gives local decision-makers a range ofoptions when deciding upon location of HCWs, given travel possibilities andSHG numbers.6 Conclusion and suggestions for future workWe present a number of hierarchical location models uniquely aimed ate�cient and equitable planning of community health schemes. We considerthe importance of ground-level factors in achieving sustainability for anyproject, and claim that there is an equally valid place for analyticalmodelling in planning such ventures. Our contacts with healthcare21



Figure 3: MNS output: location of the maximal number of sustainable fa-cilities in the Aravakurichi Taluk of Karur District, Tamil Nadu, southernIndia. Shaded circles represent areas where HCWs can be sustainably em-ployed. Relative numbers of SHGs in each village are shown by unshadedrectangles. 22



Distance, D G(km) 5 6 7 8 9 101.0 2 0 0 0 0 01.1 3 1 0 0 0 01.2 3 1 0 0 0 01.3 4 2 1 1 1 01.4 4 2 1 1 1 01.5 4 2 1 1 1 01.6 5 4 1 1 1 01.7 6 4 2 1 1 01.8 6 5 4 2 1 01.9 6 5 4 2 1 02.0 6 5 4 3 3 12.1 6 5 4 3 3 12.2 6 5 4 3 3 12.3 6 5 4 3 3 12.4 6 5 5 4 3 12.5 6 5 5 4 3 22.6 6 5 5 5 3 3Table 1: Maximal numbers of sustainable facilities: variation with distanceand numbers of SHGs that must be covered for sustainability.
23



professionals in the �eld of community health give credence to this view.Providers of community healthcare programmes can bene�t from the use ofOR modelling to improve planning in several contexts: a) whencommunicating with funding bodies, b) when planning day-to-dayoperations, and c) in explaining decision-making at village level. However,as Rahman and Smith (2000) point out, implementation of OR solutionsrequires close collaboration between modellers, decision makers and, in thiscase, medical specialists. Communication problems abound, and it ishelpful to have the involvement of people who can speak the languages ofboth community health practice and operational research technicalities.In addressing sustainable development directly, we propose the MNSmodel for the location of the maximal number of sustainable facilities. Thismodel is designed for the situation of the REACH project Morse (2006), inseeking to establish sustainable employment of healthcare workers o�eringservices via self-help groups in village locations. Possible extensions to thismodelling are proposed.Our future research is directed towards the modelling of demand forhealth facilities in rural regions of developing countries. Variability ofdemand a�ects the sustainability of self-funding projects. Also of interest isthe growth of use of facilities in time as social developments mature, sinceour experience of community health projects convinces us that theirsustainability is closely linked with growth in economic development.AcknowledgementsThis research is funded by the EPSRC (DTA grant EP/P500478/1).Xpress-MP is made available by Dash Optimization's Academic PartnershipProgram.We acknowledge the helpful comments of the anonymous referees.24
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